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You are an agency?

Help your clients engage their community 
and build an effective data collection strategy.

Discover 30 of our campaign ideas to propose 
to your clients



1
Customised form with 
data collection

Customisable fields with data 
validation features

Opt-ins for your clients

Facebook Likes for your clients

Automatic e-mail generation

Push data to your client’s CRM 
(optional)



Photo contest with 
community voting

Unlimited hosting space

Photo moderation

Various formats of galleries

Various voting methods
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Video contest with 
community voting

Unlimited hosting space

Video moderation

Video encoding

Various formats of galleries

Various voting methods
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Writing contest with 
community voting

Text moderation

Various formats of galleries

Plain text entries or PDF files
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Image-based quiz

Unlimited number of questions

Mobile-optimised

Display scores and winners

Advanced winners’ management
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Video-based 
quiz

Display your client’s video 
and ask questions

Unlimited number of 
questions

Mobile-optimised

Display scores and winners

Advanced winners 
management
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Musical blind test

Display audio fragments

Unlimited number of questions

Mobile-optimised

Display scores and winners
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Sponsored 
checklist

Users check propositions and 
get a score

Unlimited number of list items

Text or image-based items

Display rating and share on 
social media
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Personality 
test

Users answer questions and 
get a profile

They can share their profile 
on social media

Display targeted offers 
based on said profile
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Memory game

Users find the matching 
pairs of cards

Show your client’s products

Full customisation of cards 
(front & back)

Indication of time and
number of clicks
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The Right Price

Users match the items 
with their price

Full customisation of cards 
(front & back)

Indication of time and 
number of clicks
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Voting widget 
under an article

Enrich your client’s blog with 
interactive experiences

Various voting method

Use text, video, pictures, audio

Automatic graphs with results
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Rating widget 
under an article

Use a slider to rate personalities or 
your client’s products and services

Automatic graphs with results

Unlimited number of items
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Ranking widget 
under an article

Drag and drop ranking

Possibility to add photo, audio 
or video elements

Automatic graph with results
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Simple prediction

Predict soccer, tennis, rugby 
games results

Promote your client’s 
sponsoring actions

Filter winners on exact 
scores
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Full tournament 
prediction

Predict results for a whole 
tournament

Promote your client’s sponsoring 
actions

Participants can share their 
prediction on social media
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Team 
composition

Users compose their team 
(soccer, cycling etc.)

Promote your client’s 
sponsoring actions

Align your content 
marketing with the news

They can share it on 
social media
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Social Hub

Provide a complete overview 
of what people say on social 
media around an event

Include Twitter and Instagram 
texts and pictures

Automatic, real-time update
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Product 
feedback

Users vote for their 
favourite product
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Hashtags battle

Vote via a personalised 
tweet or Facebook share

Display voting results 
in real time

Vote in a widget or 
on social media
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Playlist 
composition

Users create their playlist

Use .mp3 files or embeds from 
Spotify, Soundcloud, YouTube 
etc.
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Become a Facebook 
fan and receive a 
free sample

Include a softgate on your 
campaign to generate 
new fans & followers

Reward new Facebook fans & 
followers with a sample, 
for example
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Unique codes 
to enter the 
campaign

Insert unique codes on 
your client’s products

Ask participants to enter 
this code to access the 
campaign
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Unique 
discount codes 
for participants 
or winners

Upload or generate a list of 
unique discount coupons

Distribute those to winners (via 
instant wins) or all participants
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Add your client’s 
brand in uploaded 
pictures

Participants must add your 
client’s brand elements (logo, 
sticker, customised frame) to 
their uploaded pictures

Customised pictures can be 
shared on social media
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Personalised message 
for a friend

Participants send a 
text, picture, discount 

coupon, or special 
invitation via e-mail 

to the person 
of their choice
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Product 
battle

Organise a battle 
between some of your 
client’s products

Can also be done with 
editorial battles (soccer 
players, celebrities etc.) 
sponsored by your client
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Guess the word

Participants guess a word, 
a name, a brand... in the least 

possible clicks

Use multimedia tips 
(image, video, audio etc.)
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Advent 
calendar

Display a calendar for any 
type of event

Each day, a case 
automatically opens to 
display a promo, a quiz, a 
video or any other type of 
exclusive content
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Quiz with 
cumulative points

Allow users to play every day

They accumulate points

Increase loyalty and encourage 
comebacks
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Features 

Full customisation of the design on the basis of 
your client’s graphic chart

Statistics and results available in real time and 
exportable

Custom identification forms

Qualifio connects to your client’s CRM, 
e-mailing system, DMP or SSO (Single Sign-On)

Possibility to create an access to the 
statistics module for your client

Opt-ins, Facebook Likes or Twitter followers 
collection

Automatic e-mail to all participants (optional)



Services to offer around 
Qualifio campaigns

Creative Content Design Activation

campaigns

- Media
- Social Networks

Analytics
reporting

CRM DMP Retargeting
- Social Networks
- Ad Networks

Qualifio interactive 
campaigns also allow 
you to offer a wide range 
of additional services, 
both before and after the 
campaign publication itself. 
Complete your package 
with content redaction, 
design, activation, 
reporting etc.



Many European agencies 
chose Qualifio

And many more
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